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Crash Course 1 tutorial:!
 !
In this First term of this course I am learning  how to develop games using and application called 
Stencyl. 

My first Project in the class is going through the Crash Course: Let’s Make a Game! (http://
www.stencyl.com/help/viewArticle/143). At the begging I felt lost because it was the first time 
that I develop an electronic game, but after reading the steps is was easy as cake how ever I have 
done the first Game you can play it here. 

However after doing the game and it work great my next step was to change the background of 
the game and to change the character. It was quiet hard because I had problems adjusting the 
level of the character and he was falling from the scene but after that I got some help form my 
instructor I managed to fix it. The problem was it was affected by the gravity which were in the 
actor setup. 

http://www.stencyl.com/help/viewArticle/143
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!
Moreover My Instructor task was to change the ground as the type I wanted it  and the sound as 
well. I was to told to change the character jump sound and the actor hits the enemy should be 
different than the default sound. It was really easy to do but the problems I faced was choosing 
the sound to make it fit with the jump and hit. It was really good to change and I have 
accomplished something, 

!
Crash Course 2 Tutorial:!!
In The Second term of the semester I continued doing the CIT 376 and 345 it stared easy 
because what I was doing is using stencil tutorials (http://www.stencyl.com/help/) and 
developing the games in the tutorials !
Hiding and Showing the Background:!!
Secondly In this term I started on by doing the Invaders game The second crash course (http://
www.stencyl.com/help/view/crash-course-invaders-1/) is about getting to know more about 
Stencyl and how it start on an intermediate level of experience. I took approximately 3 weeks to 
finish the game because it required patients and reading, after that I have I developed the game 
using the tutorial I got from Stencyl, Most of the steps were straight forward because I have done 
it from before in the first crash course of Stencyl. 
!
What I learned!!
I have learned some tricks in Stencyl which I was thinking of in the first crash course so it saved 
me lots of time. There is a way to preview the scene background without playing the scene and 

http://www.stencyl.com/help/
http://www.stencyl.com/help/view/crash-course-invaders-1/
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below I attached how it is is done; the button saves lots of time in modifying and testing the 
game couple of times. !
The red rectangle which I made is the option that I was taking about it shows and hide the 
background and hide it by a click. 

Scene looks without background                     Scene looks with background  
             !
The above  is one of the things that I learned, and there is another thing that I learned which is 
to play music in the background by adding an event it was straight forward, the steps where to go 
to the scene event and add an event, when the scene is created and ready for playing the sound 
plays with the sound I chose. !
So when I start to play the game the event which is called when created the game or start the 
game it will play the sound I chose will keep on playing in the background. 

!!
!
!
!
!
!
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Hide and Find to Win Game Development:!
!
Buttons:!!
So lets start talking about my game which I developed and called it Hide and find to win, in the 
beginning I was introduced to a similar game by my course instructor to get and idea of what 
should  I do and how my game should look like. I started off by doing 4 basic scenes for test 
procedures and navigate through them to test everything is working by using buttons that I 
chose. !
Here are the buttons I chose at the begging. 

      
Afterwards, I made sure that they are working on the way I wanted them to work so It did and I 
was happy about the progress made, however then I changed them so they look a bit professional  
and smaller in size and here is how they ended are. 

Scene Development:!!
However I started to develop my scenes after testing the buttons but it did not go as I planed  for 
because my plan was to do it the fastest way possible so I can save time and finish the course, but 
that idea did not go as i planned for. !
I have designed scene in Adobe photoshop CS5 so I can place it in Stencyl directly; after 
finishing the scene development and it was ready to go into Stencyl I took it in to Stencyl and 
placed it in the scene but I faced a problem and it was that the scene was not fitting as I wanted 
it to be even though I made sure the size of the scene match so I don't face problems but I faced 
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and tried to solve the problem for couple of hours and no progress was done so all the time I 
worked on fixing the problem was waste of time. It always looked like the imaged attached below 
for all the scenes. 

After that I have researched about the issue but without getting any useful information I have  
discussed the issue with my instructor and he suggested that I make all the items into separate 
files and use the as actor. I have listed to my instructor and his idea was good because it will work 
afterwards I started to develop my actors into separate files and place them into Stecnyl so my 
first idea still was useful because I used it as a reference for the scene development in Stencyl. I 
kept adding all my actors into different layers until all my scenes are ready to be used. !
Actors:!!
Here are all my actors which I downloaded from google and modified them in photoshop so they 
look as I wanted them.   

!
So all my actors above were JPEG ( Joint Photographic Experts Group) and I converted them to 
PNG (Portable Network Graphics) because it gives the a unique style in saving which will save 
the actor by itself without a background and this is important for my game because I want it to 
look clean. !
!
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Map:  !!
I have developed four scenes for my game which it include different actors and some are the 
same in the other scenes. One of the tasks of the game is to do a map so people can understand 
what should they do in the game so here is my map which I developed 
 

!
The image above is my map which it says the hint of the game to open door so you can be free. 
The map above shows a cat, window and a hint that says (A big item that hold 2 People with a 
Child). The last hint is actually the sofa in the fist scene. !
However the map that I developed is activated when the book is pressed on so the people who 
are playing the game will fiddle around and keep pressing the the actors; when the book actor the 
map will pop up as shown below. 

!
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The book circled in yellow on the above screen is when the end user presses on it and the map 
will appear on the second image, so the user will know what to do to finish the game. However I 
also made the map to pop up messaged when the user also press on the door which is on the 
Third sc.ene and it is attached below 

!
As you can see when the door is pressed the map will appear again,  
!
Actors Color:!!
If the user hovers the mouse over the actors the color will change as the mouse is over any of the 
actors, some of the actors color will change from their original color to sepia, negative or gray 
scale it depends on the item and what will make it look that it has a different color so the user 
will be able to identify the selected actor. !
To do that I have went to the actor itself and added an event which is On Actor so I used two 
events one is when the mouse enter which means comes on the actor the effect will be applied 
and the other event is when the mouse exits the actor all effects will be removed for the actor and 
below how the events is made. 
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!
Identification Sounds:!!
Lets move on to the sound part, it all relates to the map, furthermore I used two different sounds 
for  the testing procedures to test that our codes work and if the map hint works. What I did at 
the begging is experimenting my codes and here how it looked like. 

!
As you see the codes above I told the the game if the user pressed on the door it will show the 
lock message and the hint will show up on the middle of the screen because I set the coordinates 
to the centre of the game and It will play a sound that means try again so when the user again 
will go back and press the actors which are mentioned in the map and he will press on the door 
again a different sound will be played and a winning message will show up at X200 Y200 and 
below how the scene is looking like.  
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Fine Tuning:!!
So this was the final part of my game and it needed a bit of fine-tuning so I decided to make a 
new start scene for the game and it is attached below 

!
Welcoming the Players:!!
The next thing came up on my mind is to have an actor to welcome the player , I used one of my 
previous actors from the first tasks in this course and added a text to welcome the players and it is 
attached below. 

As you can see that The actor is on the centre of the screen and when the player clicks on the 
welcome actor he will disappear and the end user will be able to start playing the game. 
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!
Doing something tough:!!
Afterwards I thought of giving a time limit which is 60 seconds to the player so I got help from 
my instructor and it was easy to do but I haven't done it correctly at first. The process of the time 
countdown was easy after my instructor taught me. So what I did is set a timer to 60 seconds to 
-1 every second so after the timer reached to 0 the scene will automatically switch to the next 
scene but after thinking I did not like it because if it was time limited the people wont enjoy it.  !
Below is the coding for the timer and how it will switch the scene. 

!
The END:!!
At the End of this project the Last thing that I did is to do a code when the winning message 
appears the scene will restart to the start scene so people will be able to play it again.!!
Finally to conclude I would like say that I have enjoyed learning new experience by using a new 
application called Stencyl and I would recommend this course to other students because it is 
really valuable and what is nice in it you start it from scratch and learning the basics that are 
included with the application and then you can be professional in the application.!!
I would also like to thank my instructor Dr.Gordon Graber for his support in helping me 
accomplishing and being independent in learner with a small amount of  help.!!!


